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Dear Parents and Carers, 

A warm welcome back after the summer holidays and we hope you all had a wonderful summer break. 

Please find below information about life in Year 6. 

Our main topic in the Autumn Term is World Two. As part of our topic work we will be preparing food with 

the limits of wartime rationing and taking a trip to the Didcot Railway Museum to experience what life would 

have been like as an evacuee. We will also be watching the film, “Goodnight Mr Tom” set in WW2 and 

reading some wartime poetry. Children will be able to learn about first aid during our visit to the John 

Radcliffe Hospital. Trip dates and requests for voluntary contributions will be sent out later on during this 

term. 

There will be a very strong focus on English, Maths, RE and Science skills to ensure that we are all making 

good progress towards our targets in the core subjects and that we are beginning to prepare for the SAT 

tests which will take place in May, whilst being creative and relevant towards our topic and current affairs. 

In the first few weeks of our English work, we will be looking at Fiction writing and focusing on short stories. 

During the next few weeks we will also be looking at ‘Light & Electricity’ as a topic focus in Science, ‘Place 

Value’ in Whole Numbers, Decimals and Fractions in Mathematics and ‘Creation’ in RE. 

Further details of our topic based curriculum can be found on the Class Topic Plans web page. 

As you will no doubt be aware, the children are required to sit the Key Stage 2 Statutory Assessment Tests 

(SATs) in May. Preparing for these tests is a major focus in Year 6 throughout the year. Children will be 

practicing SAT papers throughout the year so please do not download them and practice them at home as 

it will give me a false impression of their progress and ability. 

The school will also try to ensure the SATs induce as little stress as possible amongst pupils, encouraging 

them to take a positive approach and “have a go” so that they can try to do their best during the tests. In 

fact, the children will get plenty of experience and practice so that there will be no worries or surprises on 

the day! 

Children may revise English and Maths on the BBC website and on the Woodlands Junior School website. 

They can also practice their Maths skills using the Mathletics website which has the new curriculum on it. 

There are other revision books you may purchase from WH Smiths. Please avoid using the CGP ones we 

use in school. 

In Year 6 there is an increase in the amount of homework that children are expected to do to help them 

prepare for Secondary School. In general, homework will be given out on a Friday and it will be expected 

to be returned on the following Wednesday morning. Work handed in late will not be marked. There will be 

English Grammar and Mathematics tasks set every week. In addition, there may also be some Writing 

homework as well as weekly Spellings to learn. It is also expected that all Year 6 will complete their reading 

http://www.st-edmunds-rc.oxon.sch.uk/
http://www.st-edmunds-rc.oxon.sch.uk/latest-news/class-topic-plans/
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homework to keep up with their reading group every week and that they will continue to practice their X 

tables weekly. 

The highlight of the term will be our residential trip to Osmington Bay. I will be sending out a letter with all 

the details on it soon and holding a Parents’ Meeting about it nearer the time so that you can ask any last 

minute questions about it. This is always a massive experience for Year 6, with it often being their first time 

away from their family for an extended period of time. It is often an experience which really helps children 

gain self-confidence and independence and they return to school as new people full of self-belief. 

As if SATs and the residential trip were not enough, we also have the issue of this being your child’s last 

year at primary school. The first few months are an extremely hectic time in this transition process; there 

are many open days to attend at local secondary schools, who will be trying to convince you of their 

credentials. Please let the School Office know if your child will be absent from school to attend one of these 

sessions. 

You will be getting more literature and information about secondary school choices in due course. Normally 

applications have to be in by the end of November. If you have any questions about this please do not 

hesitate to contact the School Office, who will be happy to help you. 

Following on from Year 5, your children will continue to have their own personal Target Cards for reading, 

writing and Maths. These will clearly show you and your children their next steps, as well as acting as a 

visual record for them to see just how much they have progressed throughout the year. The children will 

bring their Target Cards home each Monday (starting in week 2) and must return them to school on the 

next day without fail. 

It is expected that the uniform standards in Year 6 remain high until pupils leave. This is especially true of 

PE kit. Pupils are expected to have PE kit for indoor and outdoor use, which includes footwear that is 

suitable for each environment, e.g. plimsolls for indoor PE and trainers for outdoor PE. Although we are 

scheduled to have a double PE session on Wednesdays, it is recommended that all Year 6 pupils keep 

their PE kit in school all week so that they can take part in any extra physical activities that may take place 

at short notice. The school would also like to remind parents that pupils should not wear ear rings at school, 

and if children do have pierced ears then they should remove their ear rings during school hours. If children 

come to school wearing ear rings they will be asked to remove them.  

For after-school activities it is recommended that children do not wear their PE kit, but bring in an 

alternative kit to ensure that their school PE kit remains clean for lessons. In Year 6 this becomes really 

essential with increased exertion and perspiration. 

Children should bring in a named water bottle, containing water only, so they are able to have a drink as 

and when they need one.  Drink bottles may be left in school, but do need to go home every Friday to be 

cleaned. 

http://www.st-edmunds-rc.oxon.sch.uk/
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If you have any particular issues about your child that you would like to discuss I am available for parents 

most days after school (except Mondays and Wednesdays) – just pop in for a chat. Alternatively, please 

drop the School Office an email to arrange to see me at a more convenient time for you and they will 

forward your request on to me. 

Mrs Hague, Year 6 Teacher                   

Mrs Himpson, Year 6 Teaching Assistant. 
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